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The Lawyer’s Business Card 

by Jim Calloway 
Director OBA Management Assistance Program 

Let’s spend a few minutes discussing the lawyer’s business card. This may seem 
like an “old school” topic in this electronic age. But business cards are still 
important for a professional building a practice. 

Business cards have been around for a long time. Business cards evolved from 
calling cards, or visiting cards. The oldest sample of a visiting card from Germany, 
apparently dates back to 1786. The French and the Chinese lay claim to earlier 
versions of the card. By the early 19th Century, those in Victorian society used the 
cards as an integral part of social etiquette. A lady would make calls when she 
arrived in town, typically remaining in her carriage while her groom took the 
calling card to the mistress of the house. The lady then might be invited inside. A 
rejection by the mistress of the house was handled discretely by saying she "was 
not at home."i 

Calling cards from impressive visitors were displayed in silver trays in the entry 
halls. Elaborate rituals were associated with calling cards. A folded down corner 
meant that the individual had delivered the card personally instead of by a servant. 

Victorian sensibilities and formalities may seem a far cry from the business world 
of today. But we lawyers still carry our calling cards, as do many other 
professionals. 

Some lawyers hand out business cards frequently and regularly. Other lawyers 
seem almost a bit shy about their business cards. Maybe they are just a bit 
reserved. But we think some lawyers are conflicted about distributing their 
business cards because of a perceived negative public perception. Lawyers and 
their business cards are certainly linked in the minds of many members of the 
public. Unfortunately many of these impressions are unflattering. 

Many new lawyers, after years of study, were quite pleased to finally have their 
license to practice law and to have business cards. They were probably surprised 
the first time they gave their card to a friend or family member who made a retort 
like, "Yeah, you’re a lawyer for sure — they always are giving out business cards." 



The character portrayed by Paul Newman in the movie The Verdict was certainly 
unflattering. He appeared at a funeral, discretely slipping the funeral director some 
cash in return for being introduced to the grieving widow as "a fine lawyer" and 
acquaintance of the decedent. He offered his condolences, slips a business card 
into the widow’s hand and purrs, "if there’s anything that I could do to help ..." 
Other movies and TV shows have featured lawyers forcing business cards on 
accident victims or their families. One can understand a reluctance of some to fall 
into that sort of stereotype. The successful lawyer will have to overcome that 
reluctance. 

Films are not the only setting where the proper use of business cards is an issue. 

One Oklahoma lawyer discussed his concerns with me over a colleague who had 
passed out business cards in what he deemed to be an inappropriate manner. He 
invited his fellow lawyer to be his guest at a religious gathering where several 
businessmen were present. When he introduced the other lawyer, there was some 
small talk which concluded with the lawyer giving a business card to each new 
acquaintance. The lawyer was offended that his guest would use a religious 
occasion to attempt to solicit business for himself. 

I was somewhat more charitable in my view of the lawyer’s actions. My reasoning 
is simple. Handing someone a business card is not a solicitation for legal business. 

While business cards are certainly purchased by lawyers with the hope that they 
will result in business, there are other aspects to a business card. Receiving a 
business card is actually appreciated by many people, for example, those who have 
difficulty hearing you pronounce your name. In a loud, crowded room, that may 
include a large number of us. They are a great memory aid. I confess that more 
than one time I have slipped a glance at the business card I have received just a 
moment before to refresh my recollection. 

Business cards are a simple way to convey your contact information. They are 
much more professional and efficient than writing a phone number on a napkin. 

Business cards are great reminders. When another lawyer asks you to do something 
later for him, get his card as a reminder. When you want someone to e-mail you 
something, give him your card (with your e-mail address on it) as a reminder. 



Business cards are cultured and polite. There is a long history of them being used 
by ladies and gentlemen. Business cards are unobtrusive. A person receiving a 
business card has control. They can discard it or save it. They can use the 
information on it or not. 

So, Oklahoma lawyers, there is no need to be shy about handing out your business 
cards. If someone else has a problem with that, then they are the ones with the 
problem. That relative who made the snide remark is just jealous because he 
doesn’t have any business cards of his own anyway. 

Having said that, it is important to be honest. Distribution of business cards is good 
for business for most lawyers. It is perhaps the more inexpensive form of 
marketing. Giving out business cards in an appropriate manner helps people 
remember your name and your profession. It gives them an easy way to contact 
you should they need your legal services. A lawyer opening a new private practice 
should make a conscious effort to give out lots of business cards. 

For lawyers, your name is your trademark and your brand name. Corporations 
spend millions of dollars for advertising and promotions trying to increase brand 
name awareness. Surely you should be able to exert the effort to distribute your 
name on a few business cards to those you meet. 

What’s on your business card? 

We all know the basics — name, address, phone, fax, "Attorney at Law" and 
perhaps law firm name. 

What about your e-mail address? Well, most who know me would probably expect 
me to heartily endorse that on your business card. But the actual answer is "it 
depends." Having your e-mail address on your business card is an implied 
invitation to contact you by using e-mail. For many of us, if we have your e-mail 
address it will be the preferred method of initial contact. So, if you use e-mail and 
regularly check your e-mail, by all means have your e-mail address on your card. 
Some people will be more inclined to drop you a brief word if they can do it by e-
mail. But if you don’t check your e-mail several times a week, leave off the e-mail 
address. Unreturned e-mail queries are just like unreturned phone calls. They do 
not please anyone. 



Your Web site address is another matter entirely. Your Web site address 
absolutely, positively has to be on your business cards and your stationery. You set 
up a Web site so that people would look at it and the most likely group of people to 
check it out will be people who actually know you. One could argue that the 
inclusion of the Web site address makes it more likely that the recipient will retain 
your business card. People equate Web sites with free information and they may 
tuck your card away, thinking they will check out your Web site later to see what is 
there. There are many other techniques for Web site publicity.  

What about mobile phone numbers and pager numbers? That depends on whether 
you want clients to use those methods to contact you. Most lawyers tend to keep 
their mobile phone numbers fairly closely held. After all, a call from a client when 
you are sitting in the bleachers at your child’s little league game is not only 
distracting, but it is also not a good location to discuss confidential matters. Some 
lawyers, particularly those just getting established, now have policies of taking 
calls nights and weekends. They would want the listings on their cards. 

Tulsa attorney Dan Morgan showed me a neat trick with his business card. He gave 
me a one of his cards telling it was a "special" card and indicating that I should flip 
it over. I did and on the back was a lot of additional personal contact information 
— his mobile phone, his home phone, his home e-mail and such. I was quite 
impressed at the amount of contact information he gave to his clients and at the 
ingenuity of using both sides of the business card. I joked that you could tell he did 
not handle domestic relations work or he would not publicize all of that personal 
information. 

Dan then urged me to take a closer look. He had created his "special" cards with a 
technique that any of us could easily use. He had purchased some sheets of 
transparent labels and printed a sheet or two of labels with the special information. 
Then he had just affixed the printed labels to the backs of some of his business 
cards. Since the label was transparent, the first impression was that the information 
was printed on the back of the card. 

Dan’s creativity sparked several thoughts. I have seen some lawyers who had 
printing on the reverse side of their business cards. An attorney who does a lot of 
personal injury work might print "four things to do if you are in an accident" 
printed. One attorney with a criminal defense practice had a nice script for clients 
to read when questioned by the police ("Officer, with all due respect, I decline.....") 
printed on the reverse side of his card. I often wondered if that was useful as a 



service and a device for getting people to retain your business card. I also 
wondered if it could be counterproductive. Would a businesswoman be put off by 
getting a business card that referred to Fifth Amendment rights? 

Those are business decisions individual attorneys contemplating more unique 
business cards have to make for themselves. 

But the idea of using printed plastic labels for the reverse side of cards in very 
limited and unique situations really seems useful. What a great idea for cards to 
give out to friends, family, babysitters or others who you want to have every 
possible point of contact. Suppose you are a member of a small group and want 
them to be able to easily contact you or you are the new leader of a committee or 
civic club and you want them to remember your name. Here are a few possible 
examples: 

Sluggers Little League Coach Home phone 555-1212 
OBA Bench & Bar Committee Chair 
08/30/01 Speaker on Estate Planning at Sunnydale Senior Center 

There’s always a value in spending a few moments thinking about something you 
have long taken for granted in new ways. Whether you view this as a marketing 
opportunity or just a convenient time-saver, it’s an interesting idea. And there’s 
always the chance that one of the little league parents might need your services 
some day. 

Who needs business cards? 

Well, every professional. So that includes all lawyers. What about your employees 
like office manager, paralegals, secretaries and receptionist? Well, most would 
probably agree that the office manager who deals with many vendors, salespeople 
and other business contacts could benefit and more effectively perform in many 
situations with business cards. To avoid any ethical questions, it is probably best if 
any non-lawyer with a law firm business card has their title included on the card. 
Your office manager would probably agree. 

What about other staff and clerical employees? Your firm has to make the decision 
here, but one could certainly believe that staff would think it a nice touch and that 
business cards out there circulating with your firm’s name on it can never hurt.ii 



If you decide to give non-lawyer employees firm business cards, be sure and set 
aside some time to discuss both the proper method of using business cards and the 
special rules attorneys have to follow regarding client solicitation. Make sure they 
understand they are being given the cards as an important recognition of their 
professional standing in the office, not to solicit business for your firm. Most 
lawyers in general practice have represented the occasional client where the initial 
contact was made through a staff member, but this usually involves someone close 
to the client, not a casual contact. 

When a law firm staff person in a social setting distributes a business card, there 
will sometimes be a response like "You work for a lawyer? Well, let me ask you 
something." A proper response is to note that they cannot give legal advice, 
confidential legal matters are best discussed in a law office setting, not a social 
one, and the person needs to initiate contact with the law firm during business 
hours, not the other way around. It is also appropriate to note that the law firm does 
or does not handle the type of matter being discussed. 

In Jay Foonberg’s book How to Get and Keep Good Clients, he stresses use of the 
business card. He advocates giving one to everyone to whom you are introduced 
and collecting from others freely as well. When you return to the office, you can 
drop off all the business cards you received to an assistant with the name of the 
event. The assistant will then produce a series of personalized "Nice meeting you 
at X event" letters for your signature. The follow up letter enhances the other 
person’s recollection of you. 

Alternative Business Cards 

Everyone likes to standout from the crowd and be a little different sometimes. Is 
this a good idea with an attorney’s business card? To a certain extent, it depends on 
the attorney’s personal comfort level. But, here I have to admit to a bias in favor of 
the more traditional cards. A lawyer will be entrusted with some of the most 
important matters of a client’s life. Alternative business cards in odd colors or 
shapes will convey a certain casualness to many potential clients. 

It also depends on the focus of your practice. Lime green cards with purple 
lettering will definitely not advance your cause if you are trying to handle multi-
million dollar real estate closings or prepare complex estate plans. On the other 
hand, if you represent struggling artists, it may strike a positive chord. 



I’ve seen lawyers with plastic business cards. They certainly are more durable than 
paper. Some lawyers have used refrigerator magnets, can "coozies," double-sized 
"fold over" cards and all sorts of creative marketing ideas. A business card has to 
be the standard 3.5 inches x 2 inches size. It has to fit in the wallet. In my opinion, 
any other size of card defeats the purpose of having it in the first place. A magnet 
may be great on the client’s refrigerator, but if they try and stick in it their wallet it 
may play havoc with their bank and credit cards. 

So, let’s examine a few ideas. 

Some business cards have individual’s photographs on them. Is that a good idea? 
This was debated recently in an online lawyer’s forum. Predictably some thought it 
was a good idea and some thought it was a horrible idea. One lawyer said, "A good 
idea? Yeah, right, if you want to be mistaken for a real estate agent or car 
salesman." Another lawyer responded that he has used pictures on his cards for 
years and it has worked quite well. In his practice, he often interviewed witnesses 
by phone several times but never met with them personally until the hearing at the 
court house. He liked the fact that the witnesses used his cards to locate him 
instead of his being forced to roam around the court halls yelling out the name of 
the witness. 

Vicki Porter wrote an article about her very unique business cards some time ago. 
It appeared in the American Bar Association General Practice Solo & Small Firm 
Section Solo Newsletter. The complete story is online at 
http://www.abanet.org/genpractice/solo/winter98porter.html. 

Ms. Porter designed her business cards with a baseball motif shaped like baseball 
trading cards. On the front of her trading card is her picture with the phrase 
"Attorney at Law". On the back, are her "statistics." 

She describes the reverse side of her card as follows: 

"The details on the card include my ‘Team’ — which is the name of my law firm, 
Vicki S. Porter, P.C. along with my address, telephone number, and fax number. In 
a humorous way, keeping with the baseball theme, I also have listed my 
educational background, under the heading ‘College Ball;’ when I was admitted to 
the bar, under the heading ‘Admitted to Attorney League;’ when I started my own 
firm, under the heading ‘Signed as Free Agent;’ and my professional affiliations 
under the heading ‘Major League Teams.’ I think that the most valuable part of the 

http://www.abanet.org/genpractice/solo/winter98porter.html


card may be the ‘Stats’ where I list what percent of my practice is devoted to what 
areas of law." 

Admittedly, many potential clients might be put off by such a business card. But it 
might be considered humorous and attractive to others. 

Logos on business cards can make them stand out. Many large law firms have 
designed logos for their attorney cards and other purposes. A well designed logo 
can enhance the professional appearance of a card. Lawyers sometimes tend to 
think they can do everything, though and a logo self-designed by an amateur with a 
computer graphics program may detract rather than enhance. 

Lawyers with very specialized practices may have some more leeway for 
creativity. For example, what would you think about having a "tip calculator," on 
the back of your card with 15% of various dollar amounts for use is restaurant 
dining? For most of us it sounds terrible. It comes across as an unprofessional 
transparent ploy to get people to hang on to your card. If you were a lawyer who 
specialized in the problems associated with new dining franchises or you had been 
invited to give a presentation at a restaurateurs’ convention, it might come across 
as a clever witticism. Certainly it would make the point concerning your area of 
practice. 

One final comment is that you should use business cards that coordinate with your 
stationery. If you purchase stationery from a vendor, buy matching business cards 
there, too. If you started using electronic stationeryiii for savings and convenience, 
then at least use the same fonts for your business cards. Part of successful 
marketing is repetition. 

We hope this brief article has inspired lawyers to be a bit more pro-active with 
their business cards. They are good for your practice and good for your image. 

ENDNOTES 
 
                                            
i Several items about the history of business cards were gleaned from the Internet. 
The veracity of this information has not been verified authoritatively. Nevertheless 
it makes a good story. 
ii Well, almost never. Many of us have had a few employees, that in hindsight, we 
would rather have never tell anyone that they worked for us, much less document it 
in writing. 



                                                                                                                                             
iii Electronic stationery — This means you use the same paper for printing both 
document and letters. Letters have your "stationery" information printed at the top 
at the same time the letter is printed. For some law firms, this is a great cost-saving 
and time-saving practice, particularly if your printers only have one paper tray. 
Other lawyers would die before using anything but purchased raised-letter or 
embossed stationery. 
 
This article was originally published in a slightly different format in the Oklahoma Bar Journal Sep. 8, 
2001 - Vol. 72; No.26. Reprinted with permission.  
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How Lawyers Can Get Clients and Make A Living 

By Natalie R. Kelly  

Business development can be in direct correlation to earning a living for lawyers, and learning to balance 

your practice to make sure you are doing both is a constant requirement.  Below are some general 

techniques and pointers to assist with getting clients and developing your practice so that you are able 

to make a living.  Of course, these ideas are general in nature as each individual and practice will differ in 

both methodology for business development and  what may be deemed “a living.” 

 

How to Get Clients 

1) Market ethically.  

Remember that you can not do any in person solicitation.  You should always follow Bar rules 

regarding lawyer advertising. 

2) Do good work. 

Your delivering quality legal services should be paramount in your practice.  Stay up to date and use 

tools effectively to help clients with their legal problems.  Clients remember good results and good 

treatment.   

3) Look for clients where you expect them to be located.   

Based on your practice areas you will want to target your search for potential clients.  Search for 

potential clients online, in industrial parks, at associations and related organizations, etc.  Once you 

have honed in on physical locations then determine the best to market to them.   



4) Use separation degrees to make sure you’ve thought about who you can contact or arrange to be 

introduced to in the future.    

 

Create a list of contacts just outside of your current contacts who might be a potnetial client.  

Determine if this is a potential client pool and then devise a plan to market to them. 

 

5) Think of small gifts and excellent customer service options to retain clients.   

 

Because clients remember what you do for them, always try to keep their attention.  Remember 

your dating days?   Woo clients and then deliver with great service in helping them with their legal 

concerns.  Remember client gifts should not have any value that would call into question their 

loyalty to your firm or their utilization of your services. 

 

6) Think of all clients as your key clients. 

 

By caring for each and every client with the utmost care, you ensure they are primed to say good 

things about you and your services.  Good news can spread fast and you want to be on the receiving 

end. 

 

7) Set up your practice to focus on client needs and not just yours.   

 

Do you officer flexible office hours and make it easy for clients and potentials to gain access to you 

and the firm?  Doing so can go a long way towards keeping clients satisfied as they await a 

resolution to their problems. 



 

Technology and Business Development  

8) Leverage your online presence. 

Website marketing is a must nowadays.  Make sure that you at least have a good-looking, professional 

website.  You should strive to have your site be more than another form of your firm’s brochure, but 

don’t go too far with the site if you are not able to maintain what you are promising to deliver.  For 

instance, if you are going to blog, realize that you are likely going to be expected to make some updates 

at the very least every week or so.  

9) Use social media.  

Be sure to showcase your expertise and keep current and potential clients informed on topics you can 

educate them on.  Quick tweets or a more expansive blog post may be just the thing to keep your 

potential client pool engaged.  

10) Go virtual. 

Keep it all online with a virtual practice and enjoy the benefits of being able to practice mobily, and 

remain easily accessible to your client base.  Newer virtual platforms can also allow you to do some 

interesting and creative things when collaborating with others. 

11) Get ready to unbundle.   

Consider the effect of unbundled legal services where clients do some of the lifting in their matters.  

Using products like client extranets can make it easier to get clients the information they need quickly.  I 

have heard of one firm that gives clients an iPad that allows for access to their cloud-based practice 

management system.   



12) Use cloud and mobile tools to be ready to represent from anywhere.  

If you are a litigator or have need to use notes or a teleprompter for making speeches and 

presentations, then you might use a tablet device to fill that need. 

13) Use practice managers to keep files moving and to track where you got your business.   

Whether using a traditional practice management software system or one that is accessed from or in 

the cloud, you should not miss the opportunity to have all of your firm’s matter information readily 

available as it is in these programs. 

14) Use your past clients and contacts as a marketing base.  

Don’t forget to reach out to past clients to keep them apprised of your practice areas, new project 

interests and the like. 

15) Take advantage of the closing process to keep your connection and tell about-to-be former clients 

what you can also do for them and others.   

This promotion of “word of mouth” marketing remains one of the key ways lawyers get business. 

16) Don’t forget to keep to the basics.   

As just mentioned word of mouth, advertising, court-appointed work, pro bono work and other basic 

ways of marketing your services can lead to new business.  Be sure to monitor your intake and 

effectively track your matters and referrals as you continue to build business the old fashioned way. 

17) Work with consultants and coaches to get an outside perspective of and plan for your business.  



Many consultants and coaches now focus on the marketing of legal services by lawyers and small firms.  

You can get key information and direction regarding going after and retaining business for your practice 

utilizing consulting and coaching services. 

18) Build and protect a brand for your firm.   

Putting a “look” to your practice can help people remember you.  Whether it is a physical indication of 

who you are or if it is more esoterical and you think of “yourself” as the firm, be sure that you know 

what others feel about you, and how they identify with your “brand.” 

How to Make a Living 

1) Don’t sell yourself and your services short.   

Talk open and honestly with potential clients about the cost of your services, whether or not they can 

honestly afford your services, and make sure the costs are reasonable based on your experience, 

expertise and market indicators. 

2) Know how you want to live and what it costs to live that way.  

Define in very specific terms what you want your lifestyle to be.  Write out an ideal day in your life and 

focus on the activities you will undertake and the physical trappings that fill that day as well.  Think 

about your personal goals and objectives in this process, too. 

3) Set financial goals for yourself and for your practice.  

Using a budget as the backdrop, create goals that are realistic and that you can measure for yourself and 

for your office.  Use these goals in planning changes and enhancement to your current practice set up.  

4) Get a handle on your current financial situation.  



Both at the office and at home, you should know what it takes to “keep the doors open and the lights 

on.”  Do a thorough review of your current income and expenses.  Note any special outlays and create a 

realistic budget to work from so that you are able to forecast your situation more accurately. 

5) Understand and use reserves and draws to your advantage.  

Learn to put away funds when you have big settlements or other income boosts.  Only take draws from 

the business reserves when necessary, and make sure to monitor your usage carefully. 

6) Monitor your banking relationships for personal and business lending options.   

Stay on top of where you are with the likelihood of setting up lines of credit and  getting business and 

personal loans.  You might be surprised if you are not able to get what you used to at your long standing 

bank.  Be prepared by knowing what the general lending options are for your normal institutions. 

7) Bill effectively.   

To keep the firm’s cash flow moving, make sure to bill each month for all matters eligible to be billed.  

You should always be able to create an up to date bill for any client matter. 

8) Monitor and work collections.  

Don’t create a high accounts receivable balance for your firm by not doing any collections on matters.  

The longer you let items linger the less likely you will be paid for your work.  Involve your staff in this 

process, too. 

9) Fine-tune your financial management policies and procedures  

Set out in writing how to handle your firm’s financial management, i.e. know what it costs for credit card 

payments, how to deal with bounced checks, when to reconcile accounts, etc.  



10) Have a plan to accommodate tough times.  

Going back to reserves and draws or using lending options may be a part of your “Plan B,” or how to get 

through the tougher financial times.  Be sure to have a plan to make it through tough times and a plan 

to move forward after the tough times subside, too. 

11) Guard your reputation and remain professional at all times.  

Making a living can be hard, but is even harder if you place yourself at a disadvantage with a tarnished 

reputation.   

12) Monitor when you may need to expand your skills to take on other practice areas.   

Remain flexible enough with your practice that you are able to make small, or even large, shifts when 

absolutely necessary.  Stay flexible and try to impart that sentiment at home, too. 
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Whether you are a seasoned lawyer or a newly minted one, marketing and 
client development are vital to your business. The flow of paying clients is the life-
blood of every firm. Unfortunately, marketing is not taught in law school, and few 
lawyers have marketing degrees.  So many of us try different activities to develop a 
stream of clients, but are unhappy with the total commitment of time and the 
ultimate results.  
 
 It doesn’t have to be that way. Let’s explore some of the concepts and secrets 
to efficiently and effectively create a practice full of paying clients, without losing 
your mind! 
 
 “The only place success comes before work is in the dictionary.” 
      -Vince Lombardi 
 
 Marketing your practice is a crucial component in your success as a law 
practice entrepreneur.  By definition, marketing is the total sum of activities to 
promote, sell and distribute a product or service.  Many law practice entrepreneurs 
view marketing as just advertising and promotion when, in fact, it is much more.  
Marketing includes developing systems and procedures to service client needs in the 
marketplace, doing the legal work, charging the client and obtaining feedback about 
the legal services to improve those services for the next client.  In this context, it is 
difficult to see how one can separate "marketing" from the other activities that make 
up the practice of law. 
 
 According to Michael Gerber, author of the bestseller, The E-Myth Revisited, 
many small business owners are not entrepreneurs, just good "technicians" of their 
craft. Further, many “technicians” who decide to start a business believe they will be 
a successful entrepreneur because they are a good technician.  However, many 
technicians—including lawyers--fail to understand they must consistently market 
the goods or services they offer, not just produce the product or provide the service.  
In other words, all law practice entrepreneurs must take time to develop new clients, 
analyze current client needs, and hone delivery of their services and be a good 
technician.  Even lawyers who have a good client base must continue to market their 
services to existing clients and to potential clients who will eventually replace clients 
whose need for legal services ends or diminishes. 
 

"What you do with your billable time determines your current 
income, but what you do with your non-billable time determines 
your future."  

-- David Maister, True Professionalism 
 
 Marketing is an investment in your practice. It is this investment of time and 
creativity to raise public awareness of your law practice and develop systems and 
procedures to better serve clients who will sustain your practice over many years.  
While many other businesses have sales people that drive customers to the business, 



there is no separate sales force in a solo practice or small law firm–-just lawyers and 
staff.  However, lawyers and staff in solo practice and small firms can undertake 
numerous activities to market and develop a client base through existing clients and 
new clients.  
 
 

The Nine Core Principals of Legal Marketing 
 
1.  Understand Your Marketing Role. Whether you are in a large or small firm, 
partner or associate or solo practitioner, you need to have a clear sense of your role 
in firm marketing. It today’s environment, the differences in roles is truly just a 
matter of degree. Understand and accept that you are running a business, and that 
you must balance the roles of lawyer, entrepreneur and manager. Marketing will be 
forever. 
 
2. Have a Marketing Plan. Keep it simple, and make it measurable. Use it to avoid a 
shotgun approach, which is the biggest waste of time and money. Approach 
marketing strategically. Do some simple market research, then act: What do I want 
my practice to look like? Where do my best clients come from? What is my most 
profitable type of client or work? Where can I find more of the work I want? Set goals 
that you can measure, such as “I will write two articles in the next 60 days for two 
websites visited by my university clients,” or I will volunteer at two pro-bono events 
over the next year to put my name and practice area out for other attorneys to see.   
 
3. Specialize. Be the best in your niche. Become known as “the expert” in your field. 
It could be representing racecar drivers and their crews in P visas, assisting Indian 
start-ups with EB-5 visas, or becoming the local “go-to” deportation lawyer. Limiting 
your practice to narrow areas makes your message resonate longer and louder. 
 
4. Understand your Marketplace. Knowing who you serve (or want to serve) is the 
only way to target your marketing efforts. Who is your target market? What lawyer 
attributes are important to them? Does your marketing message fit the audience? For 
example, if you serve mostly low-income, less educated clientele, it may be best to 
target marketing at churches, free legal services providers, community organizations 
etc…  Alternatively, for more educated clientele a more developed web site and social 
networking sites may be important.  
 
5. Differentiate your firm from others in the marketplace. This is also known as a 
Unique Selling Proposition. Common ways to differentiate include client service, 
practice area specialization, form of business model, and pricing; however, general 
claims and promises often are not effective. Be specific. For example, you may 
explain to prospective clients that while other attorneys charge less than you do, the 
quality of your work is such that they will be a priority in your practice. You are a 
“quality not quantity” attorney.  
 



6. Focus on client needs, not on the firm attributes. When marketing to potential 
buyers of legal services, understand they are looking for a lawyer to solve their 
problem, not regal them with prior conquests. Clients are simply not interested in 
what you’ve done for other people but what you will do for them. Make sure your 
marketing messages emphasize your understanding of their legal problems, not just 
how good you were for someone else.  Follow-up by doing more listening than 
talking at the initial consultation. Explain to them the purpose of the initial 
consultation: to get the facts from them and then devise a legal strategy and educate 
them about their alternatives.  
 
7. Leverage Technology. Use common computer tools and emerging Internet 
services to increase the quantity and quality of your marketing efforts: Use a contact 
manager such as Outlook to increase the frequency of contact with people in your 
network and simplify the process of meaningful communication.  Build a blog that 
people find and use as a resource.  Join and participate in social networking sites. Buy 
a business card scanner and use it to build new relationships. If these are foreign 
concepts, start slowly, but start now. Make sure, especially if you are a solo lawyer or 
a part-time attorney, that you are available to your clients. Invest in a smart phone 
and be available. No one wants to hire a “part-time” attorney.  
 
8.  Know Who You Are: Create, practice, and hone your own 5-second “sound bite” 
and 30-second “elevator” speech. These are your core personal marketing messages. 
Refine each one until they feel right. Develop variations based on different 
audiences/market segments.  
 
9. Develop an operational plan to handle your new client business.  Review your 
present ability to handle client work, and adapt or change process to handle more 
work. You may need new software, more administrative help, more lawyers or law 
clerks, and new file cabinets, just to name a few common operational changes.  
Having a solid process in place for client intake will make it easier for you to handle 
new clients and clients will appreciate a streamlined and well-thought out process. 
For example, have an intake sheet and questionnaire that is provided before the 
initial consultation and is on your letterhead and stationary. Nothing is more 
important than the client’s first impression.    
 
 

Writing Your Marketing Plan 
 
A marketing plan must be on paper. Period. There, I’ve said it as clear as I can.   Why 
a plan? Because a goal without a plan is only a wish.  A plan can be for a sole 
practitioner, an individual plan for one lawyer in a small firm, or a firm-wide plan for 
multiple lawyers. If your goal is to find and keep good clients, there must be a written 
plan. The plan does not have to be lengthy or full of marketing buzzwords, but it 
must contain concrete goals that are measurable.   
 



So what’s a marketing plan supposed to look like?  In a nutshell, it should be a 
roadmap that has three to five separate roads that lead to groups of people from 
which some will emerge as paying clients.  Clients for whom you will then do work 
and get paid, and who will then tell their friends, family and colleagues about your 
superb service.  (Much more on that later.)  
  
But before one can design the roadmap, you have to know where you are going.  That 
takes a bit of analysis and goal-setting.    

 
"If you don't know where you are going, what difference does it make 
what path you take?” 

-- Lewis Carroll, Alice's Adventures in Wonderland 
 
The start of the marketing plan is really the ending point.  You should have a vision 
about how your practice fits into your personal and professional goals and what your 
practice will look like when it is built.  It doesn’t have to be a complete picture, but it 
should be more than just a few vague ideas.  Even if you are currently in your own 
practice, ask yourself these questions to help get a more complete picture:  
 

•What type of practice do I find the most personally and professionally 
fulfilling?   
•What kind(s) of law do I want to practice? Is it enjoyable? Profitable? 
Exciting? 
•What kinds of clients do I want?  Who is my ideal client? Describe in 
detail.  
•In what areas am I competent to practice with current resources and 
staff? 
•What are the legal needs of the marketplace?  
•How much do I want or need to earn?  
•How many hours each week do I want to devote to my practice? 
•Can I afford to take time to develop a “preferred” client base or do I 
need to start generating income more quickly?  

 
Write the answers to these questions as part of your marketing plan. Then 

turn these thoughts into goals. (Yeah, this is the uncomfortable part; maybe a bit 
scary.  Be assured this exercise will bring clarity to your plan.) The goals should 
create a picture of your practice.  Be as definitive as possible. Be honest with yourself. 
Soar and don’t be afraid to take risks. 
 
The goals could be sentences such as: 
 

I will represent international collegiate athletes who desire to become 
professional athletes.  By choice, I desire to limit my practice to clients 
entering professional sports leagues-–preferably no more than 20 clients 
annually so that I can concentrate on building quality relationships. I want 



to work no more than 45 hours each week with the assistance of a qualified 
paralegal and earn $120,000. 
 

Your goal may not be exclusivity as in this example; you may have totally different 
goals. It may take several thoughtful interludes (or discussions with partners) to 
complete your picture of your practice, but it will be worth it. 
 
Now that we have an idea of where we are going, we can work on that roadmap to a 
practice full of loyal clients. 
 

Developing Your Marketing Plan 
 
Marketing studies tell us that personal referrals are the most significant source of 
business for the vast majority of practicing lawyers.  Even publications that seek to 
educate legal consumers almost always instruct readers to ask friends and family for 
names of successful lawyers.  In fact, all clients come from just five sources. Yep, just 
five. 
  
• Family and Friends: Including spouses, law school classmates, neighbors, distant 
relatives, friends, and other lawyers who are friends, not necessarily business 
associates.  These people can be the best source of referrals, especially when first 
starting in practice.  In fact, these people should make up your initial marketing 
address list.  
 
• Clients: Present and former clients who tell their friends, relatives and colleagues 
about their lawyer.  Clients love to brag about their lawyer, sometimes to the level of 
“[m]y lawyer can beat up your lawyer,” but that’s a story for another day.  
 
• Repeat Clients: Former clients who are satisfied with your prior services will often 
return for additional legal work.   One road in a good marketing plan is to 
periodically contact these satisfied clients to remind them you are appreciative of 
their trust; in turn your name will be “top of mind” when someone asks them for a 
lawyer referral. 
 
• Other Professionals are a good source of referrals, including other lawyers whose 
clients also need your services (that they do not offer), CPAs, university foreign 
student advisors, financial planners, etc.  Often, these professionals are asked for the 
name of a good attorney by their clients.  Examples include business lawyers who are 
asked by corporate clients for the name of a good tax or family law attorney as well 
as financial planners whose clients ask for trust and estate lawyers.  According to law 
practice management expert, Paul McLaughlin, this referral is an important one 
because it often impacts on the relationship between the professional and the client; 
you must provide quality services to that mutual client or risk losing the other 
professional as a referral source. 
 



• Self-referred Clients: These are clients who hear, see or read about your legal 
abilities and services through a vehicle other than a person; this includes the yellow 
pages, TV and radio advertising, informative articles and news stories in magazines, 
newspapers and trade journals, law firm brochures, web sites, and bar-sponsored 
lawyer referral programs.  This type of referral also includes people who read about 
a seminar or other event you advertise and come to the event before engaging your 
services.  Self-referred clients either do not have a trusted referral source or are 
dissatisfied with their present lawyer–a common theme in the legal marketplace 
today.  
 
Often lawyers focus on attracting only self-referred clients, but the reality is that 
many lawyers find success just focusing on the first four sources.  And with good 
reason. 
 
Marketing experts agree that a consumer must usually have multiple contacts with a 
product or a service before they have enough confidence to take action.  That usually 
means a consumer must hear or see information about a product or service six to 
eight times before being cognizant of it and willing to find out more and/or buy it.  
And it takes time to build this consumer trust.  However, if another person whom 
that consumer trusts tells them to try the service, the trust in that person is 
transferred to the product or service, without having multiple exposures or contacts. 
Think Alex Trebek for Colonial Penn Life. 
 
For example, a person seeking a good tax attorney receives a positive 
recommendation from a close friend to call Lawyer X.  The inquiring person’s trust in 
her friend is transferred to the recommended attorney, thereby bypassing the need 
for Lawyer X to have multiple contacts with that person because the trust is already 
there. (Although the lawyer must confirm, earn, and maintain that trust over time.)  
 
All five sources can produce good clients, but the best are client referrals–people who 
have actually used and paid for your services and walked away satisfied.  But in 
order to get these valuable referrals, you must provide a positive experience for the 
client that meets or exceeds all expectations. 
 
 

The Top Ten Marketing Activities to Build Your Practice 
 
1. Create a contact list, and then use it to prospect and mine for new business. 

• Organize information about family members, friends, school 
classmates, business colleagues, etc. 

• Decide what level of communication each contact should receive, such 
as a personal phone call, email newsletter, lunch meeting, holiday card, 
all of the above, etc.  

• Schedule time on your calendar to complete these communications 



 
 
2. Produce, Present, Distribute by writing, teaching and publishing. Create and 
present a seminar for your local bar, chapter or business group. Get a business card 
from all attendees and follow-up after with a note. Take the written materials and 
edit into two or three smaller articles. Submit your articles for publication to state 
bar magazines, business journals as well as national publications pertaining to the 
legal profession or those read by your target market. Send copies of the published 
article to clients and other interested people on your contact list. 
 
 
3.  Create a web site, then build traffic to it and referrals from it. 

• Make it education-based, client focused, and easy to find 
• Provide something of value for free in return for their contact 

information 
• Develop a companion blog and link to other informative sites 
• Consider Google AdWords and other web advertising 
• Have multiple domain names that point to your site  
• Fully understand Search Engine Optimization before buying 

 
 

4.  Join and participate in several organizations. 
• Build your reputation in your target market 
• Get your name and abilities in front of decision-makers 
• Consider, bar associations, business groups, community and religious 

organizations    
 
  
5. Find new services to offer to existing clients. 

• Inform clients of your total package of services 
• Become a problem-solver to all your clients 
• Offer preventive services to risk-proof business clients 

 
 
6. Make your offices and services convenient for your intended market, such as: 

• Office location  
• Web-based intake forms 
• Retail hours 
• Free, no-hassle parking 
• House calls 

 
 
7.  Join social media networks, then use them to prospect and mine new sources of 
clients: 



• Pick 2-3 networks, such as LinkedIn, Facebook, or Google+  
• Don’t just do a personal profile, add a separate page for your business 
• Use connections to leverage introductions to potential clients 
• Know that 70% of Facebook users are outside the US 
• Use your posts and tweets to deepen relationships 

 
 
8.  Test on-line directories and referral services for your target market. 

• Choose wisely 
• Understand the multiplier effect of referrals—can help or hurt your 

practice 
 
 
9.  Publish a periodic e-newsletter. 

• News about your firm, information on the law in your legal niche; 
include a personal touch too, if appropriate 

• You must commit to a publishing schedule and keep it  
• Send to your contact list and web visitors 
• Consider web services such as Constant Contact to assist your efforts 

 
 
10. Refer business out to others—no strings attached. 

• Marketing is not cheap, so don’t just turn away clients seeking your 
services—send them to your referral network 

• Don’t request reciprocity or quid pro quo unless your ethics rules allow 
it 

• Search business journals and newspapers for business opportunities to 
forward to others in your network  

 
Four Bonus Ideas: 
 
11. Create specific goals for each networking event you attend. 

• Decide in advance to meet X new people and obtain their business 
cards 

• Follow up with new acquaintances or your time was wasted 
 
 
12. Entertain business clients, but be wary about results. 

• Focus any conversation on learning the client’s industry or business 
• Follow-up after the event is the key to success 
• Tickets to sporting events are tricky; don’t always go with the client 

 



13. When other attorneys refer a client to you, keep them informed about the 
progress of the case and any positive developments. They will be glad to know that 
they made a good referral.  
 
14. Volunteer at legal aid clinics and through AILA. Not only are these opportunities 
for meeting future potential clients, but other attorneys who will refer cases to you.  
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